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DONNA HOUSTON AND GREGORY MARTIN 
1. CRITICAL PEDAGOGY "AFTER THE STORM"li 
Landfall is not just a physical question. Geography is always socially produce1. 
And so every landscape can reveal sedimented and contentious histori~s 
of occupation; struggles over land use and clashes over meaning, rights qf 
occupancy, and rights to resources, Katrina churned through historical geq-
graphies of extraordinary multiculturalism but extreme racial segregation, qf 
amazing environmental wealth exploited rapaciously, of mythic significanc!e 
in the American and even global imaginary whose celebrations masked th:e 
enduring legacies of poverty and discrimination that they fed off and oppose~. 
(Katz, 2008, p. 16). . 
This edited collection is about the unfolding "dialectics of ordinary disas:ter" 
that has shaped global cultures, pedagogies and environments at the beginning of 
the twenty-first century (Davis, 1999). Mike Davis in his influential book Eco(ogy 
of Fear: Los Angeles and the Imagination qf Disaster observed that the ra~ical 
transformation of the Southern California landscape through flood and .fire, 
understood from the perspective of the region's deep environmental history, ;is a 
relatively ordinary occurrence. For Davis, what is extraordinary about ordh)ary 
disaster is how its material production is "largely hidden from view by a way of 
thinking that simultaneously imposes false expectations on the environment a.nd then 
explains the inevitable disappointments as proof of a malign and hostile nat~re" 
(1999, p. 9). In other words, hidden in the acute shocks of environmefllal 
catastrophe are the everyday social, economic and political dimensions that help to 
make it. What gets erased by media spectacles of extreme "acts of nature" isithe 
extent to which rapacious urbanization, discriminatory housing and plan~ing 
practice, and bureaucratic cost effectiveness puts vulnerable people and place~ in 
"harm's way" (Davis, 1999). . 
The question of what is "natural" about disaster is a crucial one because the v,ery 
act of attributing catastrophe to external Nature hides the all-too-human historie~ of 
uneven development and disinvestment in poor and minority communities. Afterlthe 
landfall of Hurricane Katrina, the then US President George Bush commenled that, 
"the stonn didn't discriminate" (Davis, 2005). But the social and environme~tal 
injustices piling up in its long wake tell another story. Indeed, well before Kat~ina 
begun to transform into a super-storm over the Gulf of Mexico in late August 
2005, it was well known that the landfall of a major hurricane in New Orleans 
would sweep a deadly path across communities already devaslated by yeari
r 
of 
institutional neglect, decaying infrastructure and ecologic,al stress. In the living 
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